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Analysing Social Inequality with ACT-S
The Habitus (Bourdieu):
Stratified patterns of…
…social perception
…action and self presentation
…values, meaning, and taste

Does the habitus translate into
peoples’ preferred identities,
values, and settings?

Ambrasat, J., von Scheve, C., Schauenburg, G., Conrad, M.,
& Schröder, T. (2016). Unpacking the habitus: Meaningmaking across lifestyles. Sociological Forum, 31, 994-1017.
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Contemporary Operationalisation of
the Habitus: Lifestyle groups

Ambrasat et al.

Fig. 1. Lifestyle groups according to Otte (2004, 2005) and Otte and Baur (2008), authors’ translation
of(2004).
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Fig. 1). Using this
scale, we do
not aim at estimating lifestyle groups but rather, at approximating subjects’ fit to
one of the nine categories.
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We Feel Where We Are on the Social Ladder:
Self-Sentiment Differences Across Lifestyles
Ambrasat et al.
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Fig. 1. Lifestyle groups according to Otte (2004, 2005) and Otte and Baur (2008), authors’ translation of German labels. Y-axis represents the dimension Living Standard, i.e., economic and cultraditional

Self Efficacy

Lifestyle Differences: Affective Meaning of
Concepts in Relation to Self Sentiment
(self-centered meanings differ from overall sample)
e.g. “conventionalists”:
-closer to self: Bible, church, prayer, faithful, duty, safety
-more distant from self: revolution, strike, solidarity

e.g. “workers”:

-relative esteem of concepts signaling inferiority and “down-toearth” values: e.g. incapable, immature, decent, good-natured
-positive perception of family/community-related concepts
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Ambrasat, J., von Scheve, C., Schauenburg, G., Conrad, M., & Schröder, T. (2016). Unpacking the habitus:
Meaning-making across lifestyles. Sociological Forum, 31, 994-1017.
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Motivation: Bayesian Affect Control
Theory of Self (BayesACT-S)
1. Coherent and complete simulation model
Even INTERACT didn’t allow simulations with ACT-S

2. Everything that is true for ACT vs. BayesACT
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We need to model uncertainty, dynamic changes, learning
(the self is just another social object)

3. My Great Grandfather
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A Less Drastic Example:
The Daughter-Employer Agent
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Hoey, J., & Schröder, T. (2015). Bayesian affect (c)
control
theory of self.
employee
Proceedings of the 29th AAAI Conference on Artificial Intelligence, 529-536.
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Key Concepts of (Bayes)ACT-S
Fundamental self sentiment:
-Overall mental model of the self (dispositional: long-term
memory of identities enacted in one’s life)
-Measure: “Myself as I really am”
-Point vs. probability distribution in EPA space

Situational self sentiment:
-Short-term memory of recently enacted identities
-Point (weighted average) vs. probability distribution

Inauthenticity:
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-The difference between the two (cf. deflection in ACT)
-In BayesACT-S: Kulback-Leibler (KL) divergence (a measure from
information theory for comparing probability distributions)
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Two Ways of Modeling Situational Selves
The Averaging Model:

-follows ACT-S: enacted identities in a situation accumulate,
deviations from the mean cancel each other out
-Unimodal distribution around the center: “loving grandfather” and
“concentration camp warden” deviations from a neutral true self?

The Noisy-Or Model:
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-The situational self is either the current enacted identity, or the
previous situational self, determined by a (weighted) coin flip.
-Multimodal distributions possible: People can be saints and
sinners.

We don’t have data, but we find the noisy-or model
more plausible!
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municating with him enough to support his sense of father)
by attempting to interact with his daughter. This creates inauthenticity for both people, due to a difference in ⌘f values.

Simulations
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Example Simulation: Daughter-Employer
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To implement BayesAct-S in practice, we make use of the
BayesAct function SIMULATE(fa , fc ) ! (fa0 , fc0 )5 . This function is used to map a distribution over agent and client identities, fa and fc , respectively, to another such distribution afFigure 1: agent final self-sentiment after interacting with
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important, but the group-structure of society is dynamic and can
be complex (almost fractal in structure).
It does vividly show that if one modelled only the belief
change/influence processes or only the social network processes

[8] Thagard, P. 198
Sciences, 12:435-46
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GroupSimulator:'Dynamics'in'Small'Groups'
(Heise,'2013)'
GroupSimulator
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Heise, D. R. (2013). Modeling interactions in small groups. Social Psychology Quarterly, 76, 52-72.
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Towards a BayesACT-S Model of Group
Dynamics

Agents are not “blank slates”, but enter the group with
their fundamental selves: Group dynamics as constraint
satisfaction between dispositions and situations.
Most groups are less structured than juries
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BayesACT-S agents could also decide whether to join or
sever ties with specific groups
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New project: THEMIS.COG (2017-2020)
Study and model group
dynamics in online
collaborative groups (GitHub).
“Digging into data”, but with
a sophisticated mathematical
shovel (BayesACT/-S).
Funding: NSERC/SSHRC (Canada),
NSF (U.S.A.), DFG (Germany)
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vive in places that are physically remote and culturally isolated. The
world system today overlays an emergent planetary dynamism onto
modern, pre-modern and even remnants of Stone Age culture.
Three critical and interacting aspects at each stage are the form
of social
organization,
the character
the economic
system, Age
and the
The
Great
Transition
toofthe
Planetary
capacity for communication. Novel features for each of these dimensions are shown for four historical eras in Table 1.

Economy

Organization

Language

Hunting and
gathering

Tribe/village

Stone Age

Writing

Settled
agriculture

City-state,
kingdom

Early
Civilization

Printing

Industrial
system

Nation-state

Modern Era

Internet

Globalization

Global
governance

Planetary
Phase

Table 1. Characteristics of Historical Eras

Communications

In the Stone Age, social organization was at the tribal and vilRaskin, Paul et al. (2002). Great transition. The promise and lure of the
lageahead.
level,
theMA:
economy
was based
on hunting and gathering, and
times
Boston,
Stockholm Environment
Institute.
www.greattransition.org
human communication was advanced through the evolution of language.Institut
In Early
Civilization,
organization
moved to the
level
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of the city-state and kingdom, the basis of economic diversification
was the surplus generated by settled agriculture, and communication

The Psychology of Change
People dislike change!
Organizational change management literature:
“Overcoming resistance to change”
“70-80% of all change projects fail”

Terror Management Theory:

Structures of meaning as a buffer against death anxiety
Experimental evidence: increasing mortality salience leads to
cognitive rigidity and endorsement of conservative ideology
(= resistance to change)
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e.g.,
Kotter, P. (2007). Leading change: Why transformation efforts fail. Harvard Business Review, 1/07, 92-107.
Jost, J. T., Glaser, J., Kruglanski, A. W., & Sulloway, F. J. (2003). Political conservatism as motivated
social cognition. Psychological Bulletin, 129, 339-375.
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Psychological Entropy
Entropy: general property of
complex systems
origins: thermodynamics,
information theory

Neurophysiological basis:
Behaviour Inhibition System
Anxiety: allocate cognitive
resources for decision-making
Stressful! (tonic noradrenaline)

Narratives and ideologies are
tools for reducing entropy.
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Hirsh, J. B., Mar, R. A, & Peterson, J. B. (2012). Psychological entropy: A framework for understanding
uncertainty-related anxiety. Psychological Review, 119, 304-320.
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Figure 1. A: Shannon’s formula for information entropy. Entropy increases as the number of possible outcomes increases and the probability of
any particular outcome, p(xi), decreases. B: Low psychological entropy
occurs during situations in which there is a high probability of employing
a particular action or perceptual frame, xi. C: High psychological entropy
occurs during situations in which there are multiple competing frames and

Changing Theories of People

What is the meaning of a marriage, when guys are allowed
to marry each other?
What is the meaning of a coal miner, when there is
climate change?
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What is the meaning of a Syrian refugee, when they are in
my kids’ gym rather than on television?
We don’t know how these meanings change,
but that is precisely the problem!
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Do Some People’s Theories of People
Change More Than Others?

Ambrasat et al.

Fig. 1. Lifestyle groups according to Otte (2004, 2005) and Otte and Baur (2008), authors’ trans-

lation
of German
labels.changes
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Standard, i.e.,
economic
What
if society
the the
meanings
of concepts
that
areand cultural capital. X-axis represents the dimension Biographical Perspective, i.e., modern vs. traditional
close to peoples’ self-sentiments?
=> chronic inauthenticity!
value orientations.
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Anxiety and Depression Are on an 80-Year Upswing -- Science of Us

03/06/16 08:58

Depression and Anxiety Disorders on the Rise

things — whether respondents feel well-rested when they wake up, whether they have trouble thinking, and whether they have experienced dizzy spells,
headaches, shortness of breath, a racing heart, and so on.
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When you look at MMPI questions over time, as a team led by Twenge did in a 2009 paper in Clinical Psychology Review (PDF), there’s a clear increase
in symptoms associated with depression and anxiety. In these graphs, for example, each dot represents a study conducted using the MMPI:

e.g., Twenge, J. M. (2015). Time Period and Birth Cohort Differences in Depressive
Symptoms in the U.S. Social Indicators Research, 121, 437-454.
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Towards a BayesACT-S theory of political
ideology (it’s NOT the economy, stupid!)

1. The theory of people saves individuals from existential
uncertainty, through experiencing authentic interactions.

2. As theories of people change during societal transitions,
people experience more and more inauthenticity.
3. Inauthenticity makes people more receptive to
totalitarianism; i.e. a defence of a rigid social order.

4. The above applies to some groups more than others.
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Challenge: What are viable future theories of people in
the emerging planetary society?
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